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We're Celebrating & You Benefit!

Purchase any Smart SoftPLC PAC or protocol
conversion Gateway by 3/31/15 and get a free
Micro SoftPLC or Gateway, plus free TOPDOC
NexGen programming / configuration software.

Click for details or contact us for more
information.

Smart Gateway - User configurable, multi-protocols, + more!
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A Smart Gateway is a protocol converter "on steroids".  Most protocol
gateways bridge between 2 different networks, and many limit the number
of data words supported.  Smart Gateways, in contrast, are virtually limitless
- up to 16 protocols, over 100 Million data words, logic capability (eg: for
scaling/logging data, performing diagnostics...), HMI connectivity, and more.

EXAMPLE GATEWAY APPLICATION

A Micro Gateway includes the same features/functions as the Smart in a
smaller, lower cost package but with fewer communication ports.

Smart SoftPLC - The "swiss army knife" of PAC's

A Smart SoftPLC is a toolbox for building a wide range of
automation solutions.  Extensive communications, logic, I/O
control, data logging, embedded web server, remote access
and email/texting are just some of the tools in this open
architecture PAC.

Users of Allen-Bradley PLC's will find the familiar logic,
program & documentation conversions and the ability to
directly interface to DH+ and RIO networks even more reason
to consider a Smart SoftPLC for their upgrades and/or next projects.

With this special promotion, you get a free license of the programming

software TOPDOC NexGen + you get a free Micro SoftPLC/Gateway
(or $250 off add-on options or accessories).

Micro SoftPLC models SPBB-x are physically small, low
cost, advanced PAC controllers that include the same
features and functions as a Smart SoftPLC, uses the
same programming software, and provides many I/O and
communication options.
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